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Abstract. Improving the efficiency of the heating system of premises 
depends on the correct choice of heating system joists, their use. In the 
heating system, the consumption of the heat transmitter, the speed of the 
flow, the heat capacity, the heat transfer of the heating surfaces, the fuel and 
energy consumption affect the efficiency of the system. It is necessary to 
know the rules for the use of heating system equipment by the heat consumer 
and correctly organize the management of the system. We determine the 
useful working coefficient of the heating system using the educational stand 

"Building heating system". 

1 Introduction 

Building heating is one of the main sections of construction equipment. Modern heating 
systems and devices should serve the purpose of creating an effective state of human health, 

creativity and creating favorable conditions for a person to feel better. It takes on the 

instruments of a whole complex systems of thermal devices to create an intended amount of 

optimal sanitary and hygienic requirements for residential, public and industrial premises of 

favorable conditions. 

The amount of heat released from thermal equipment should be controlled according to 

such indicators as high-low outdoor air temperature, increased-decrease in wind speed, more 

or less drop in heat entering the room through the external barriers of the building from solar 
radiation. In short, the amount of heat supplied to the room from the heating system and 

instruments must be controlled. 

2 Methods 

One of the important issues is the correct choice of fixtures that will be installed in the room 

being heated along with the transfer of water from the tempurature required to provide the 

apartments with the necessary heat. The device that transmits heat to the room is radiators. 

The number of ribs of radiators is selected in the case when the heat losses in the room are 
exceeded. If the radiator is not installed in the room, taking the heat transfer power of the 

radiators into account, the room will not warm up to the desired temperature. Therefore, it 
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will be necessary to determine the heat transfer capacity of radiators. In everyday practice, 

determining the heat capacity of radiators is a rather complicated process. We determine the 

heat capacity of radiators using the training stand" building heating system". 

 

 

Fig. 1. Educational stand "Building heating system".  

The high performance of the heating system is greatly influenced by the heat transfer 

capacity of the heating system joists. When providing the room with the required level of 

heat, the heat transfer capacity of radiators is of great importance. When determining the heat 

transfer capacity of radiators, the following factors are considered: 

Temperature of water being fed to the radiator and leaving the radiator; 
Speed of water; 

Total consumption of water going to the heating of the room; 

Mass consumption of water; 

Heat capacity of water; 

 On the stand of the building heating system, radiators of sections 3-4-5 are provided. So 

we determine the thermal power of 3-4-5-section radiators. First of all, we find the difference 

in temperatures: 

 
Δt = t introduction - t output                              (1) 

 

Where, Δt is the temperature difference, t introduction  - temperature of water entering the 

radiator, t output - temperature of the water coming out of the radiator.  
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 When determining the heat transfer capacity of radiators, we will need the umuiy 

consumption of water. We measure the total consumption using the Taso device on the 

training stand. Taso device on the training stand the value read from the rear side of the 

indicator spring is the total consumption of water. Total consumption is measured at l/minute. 

Since the unit of mass consumption is k/clock, a mass consumption is found by multiplying 

the total consumption by 60. For example, if the total expenditure is 1 l/minute, the mass 

expenditure will be 60 k/clock. 

 One of the values that we will need when determining the heat transfer capacity of 
radiators is the heat capacity of water. Usually we measure the heat capacity of water at kJ/k 

K, according to which the heat capacity of water is 4.19 kJ/k K. When determining the ability 

to heat transfer radiators in the training stand, we get a mass consumption of water. Therefore, 

we need to convert the heat capacity of the water to ham Vtsoat/kgK. According to this 

 

4,19 kJ/k K = 4190 J/k K=4190/3600=1,163 Vt clock /k K    (2) 

 

 Thus, we find the thermal power of radiators (3) by using the formula:  
 

Q = m × c × t     (Vt)     (3) 

 

 in this: m – mass water consumption, c – the heat capacity of the water. t – temperature 

difference of water entering and exiting radiators. 

 We determine the heat transfer capacity of the heating system using the following 

formula: 

∑  =  m  c  Δt  (Vt)    (4) 

 

∑ - the heat-giving power of the system 

c – the heat capacity of the water is C=1,163 Vt clock/k K;  

m – total consumption of water supplied to the system; 
Δt – temperature difference of water at the inlet and outlet in the system. 

 The main equipment for moving hot water is pumped. The efficiency of the heating 

system is directly influenced by the electricity that is being spent on the pump. 

We determine the useful coefficient of work of the heating system using the following 

formula. 

 

= (Q / ∑ )  100% (%)    (5) 

 

 - Useful working coefficient of heating system.  

Q – the power consumed for the operation of the pump. 

∑ - the heat-giving power of the system 

3 Result and discussion 

We determine the heat capacity of radiators using the training stand "building heating 

system". To get results, we bring the training stand to the working position. To do this, we 

fill the training stand with water. The manometer indicator at the bottom of the stand is above 

zero when the system is full of water. The pump, whose number of revolutions is constant, 

is set to a minimum stage. Volumetric spending is adjusted on the bench. The heating core is 

turned on and waited until a stable state is achieved. 
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3.1 We determine the heat transfer power of a 3-section radiator with a pipe 
number of 3. 

1. We determine the temperature of the water entering the 3-section radiator. ti=49,8 0C. 

2. We determine the temperature of the water coming out of the 3-section radiator. to=48 
0C. 

3. We determine the volumetric consumption using a Taco device on the stand. we can 

find the mass consumption, since the Hashemite consumption is 1 l/min. 1ˑ60=60 k / clock.  

We determine the heat transfer power (3) of a section 3 radiator using the formula. 

 

Q = m × c × t=60×1.163×1,8=125,6 Vt 

3.2 We determine the heat transfer power of a 3-section radiator with a pipe 
number of 4. 

1. We determine the temperature of the water entering the 4-section radiator. ti=48,1 0C. 

2. We determine the temperature of the water coming out of the 4-section radiator. to=45,4 
0C. 

3. We determine the volumetric consumption using a Taco device on the stand. we can 
find the mass consumption, since the Hashemite consumption is 0,75 l/min. 0,75ˑ60=45 k / 

clock.  

We determine the heat transfer power (3) of a section 4 radiator using the formula. 

 

Q = m × c × t=45 × 1,163 × 2,7=141,3 Vt 

3.3  We determine the heat transfer power of a 3-section radiator with a pipe 
number of 5. 

1. We determine the temperature of the water entering the 5-section radiator. ti=49,6 0C. 

2. We determine the temperature of the water coming out of the 5-section radiator. to=47,5  
0C. 

3. We determine the volumetric consumption using a Taco device on the stand. we can 

find the mass consumption, since the Hashemite consumption is 1 l/min. 1ˑ60=60 k / clock.  
We determine the heat transfer power (3) of a section 5 radiator using the formula. 

 

Q = m × c × t=60 × 1,163 × 2,1=146,5 Vt 

Table 1. Results 

Rad. 

№ 

 

ti- 

(°C) 

to 

(°C) 

Total 

spending 

(l/min) 

mass 

consumption 

(kg/soat) 

C 

Vt c /k 

K 

t 

(K) 

m x c x t Q 

(Vt) 

3) 49,8 48 1.0 60 1.163 1.8 60×1.163×1,8 125.6 

4 48.1 45.4 0.75 45 1.163 2.7 45×1.163×2,7 141.3 

5 49.6 47.5 1.0 60 1.163 2.1 60×1.163×2,1 146.5 

3.4 We determine the power of the heating system. 

1. We determine the temperature of the water being transmitted to the system, 
traction=49.3 °C 
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2. We determine the temperature of the water returning from the system, the temperature 

is=47.0 °C 

3. We determine the total consumption of water for the system. 4 l/minute 

4. We determine the mass consumption of water for the system. 240 k / clock 

We determine the heat transfer capacity of the heating system using the formula (4). 

 

∑  =  m  c  Δt=240 × 1,163 × 2,3 Vt 

 

In the training stand" building heating system", electricity is used to heat the heat-
absorbing water to the desired level of storage. Also, the heating system will be spent on 

Steam elekrt energy for the pumping device. To heat the water, 847 Watts of electricity would 

be used. for pumping, 46 watts of elekrt energy will be spent. A total of 893 watts of 

electricity are being used for the training stand" building heating system". 

We determine the useful coefficient of work of the heating system using the formula (5). 

 

= (Q / ∑ )  100%=(642/893)×100%=72 % 

Table 2. Results 

the number of revolutions of the pump. 1 

temperature of water entering the heating system ti. (°C) 49.3 °C 

temperature of water coming out of the heating system to 

(°C) 

47.0 °C 

Total spending (m) (l/min) 4 

temperature difference t (°C)   2.3°C  

Q=(Vt) m  c t 240 × 1.163 × 2.3=642 

electricity spent on the pump. (Vt) 46 

electricity spent on the heating system. (Vt) 847 

= (Q / ∑ ) x 100% (642/893) × 100%=72% 

useful working coefficient of the heating system  (%) 72 % 

 

Since the efficiency of the heating system is an indicator that depends on the cost of the 

heat exchanger, heat capacity, mass consumption, the speed of water consumption, the type 

of fuel and the electricity consumption spent on the pumping device. 

4  Conclusion 

The development of the area of the heating system of buildings in the current period is 

associated with thermal energy. More than half of the world's fuel reserves will be spent on 

heat treatment of municipal administrative and domestic needs of buildings and structures. 

With the increase in the production of electricity, the widespread use of electric heaters in 

the place of heating devices in the heating system, that is, as a source of heat to the room, is 

carried out in all industries. But it is known that the widespread use of this process in practice 

is limited only by the height of the cost of electricity. The heating system of buildings has 

been continuously mastered and is developing with the help of new heat sources, 
technological equipment, tools. It is necessary to establish on a large scale the increase in the 

useful coefficient of work of the heating system using solar energy.  
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